Roemer defends right to evict students

by Tom Jackman
Staff Reporter

Several Notre Dame students have been evicted this year from the dorms as a result of a housing regulation in both DuLac (p.40) and the student housing contract, which allows the University to remove a student, and cited Keenan and Dillon as examples this year. He also noted that Flanner and Pangborn judicial boards have voted to evict students this year, although the Pangborn verdict was later reversed.

Dillon Rector Fr. Daniel Jenky, who has had several students leave his dorm this year, said he may discuss specific cases but claimed that "all of the people who have decided to move off this year have only been asked by me to do so." One student, however, stated yesterday, "I was told, not asked, by my rector to move out, and given one week." The rector arbitrarily decided this was bad for the hall and gave me no opportunity to defend myself." While Jenky claimed that he has not exercised his right to eviction, he believes that "something a person's lifestyle just doesn't fit into dorm life, and those people are often happier off campus." He later added that "This might seem like a fine distinction, but we don't really have all that much trouble in Dillon Hall." Roemer added that students who are asked to leave campus as a non-disciplinary action by their rector can appeal to the Administration's chain of command, starting with Roemer and rising through the Vice President for Student Affairs, the Provost and finally the President.

Any of the latter three can refuse to hear an appeal, Roemer noted, and each hall's rector does have the right to evict any student.

One fact which Roemer stressed was that in contractual matters such as these, the actions taken are non-disciplinary and do not appear on a student's record, while disciplinary matters are handled differently and with consequences. One student commented that he accepted his punishment without protest because he did not want this sort of blemish on his permanent record.

If the University can utilize this power at any time, some students raise the question over the necessity of student judicial boards. Roemer noted that students helped write the DuLac regulation which gives the University these abilities. However, he added that "boards are not useless, and that their use this year has grown greatly."

Student Body President Andy McKenna substantiated this view acknowledging that "boards use had increased, though they just came into widespread use last year.

There was almost no use in previous years, and one of the rector's committees was completely refusing to use them. Obviously there's potential for an emotional right to eviction, he said, and suggested that "student government can try to change this. One student who was forced off campus said, "According to University rules, I was not treated unfairly, but I think the rules are..."

A typical hypothetical situation which has occurred in more than one hall this year generally looks like this: A hall rector has decided to ask a group of a particular resident. In a well-publicized action in Keenan earlier this year, Keenan Rector Fr. Richard Conyers said in The Observer that a student was asked to move because "he doesn't fit into Keenan Hall life."

The rector usually asks the student to move off campus as a non-disciplinary action, and the student has the right to appeal the rector's decision to the student's permanent record. It is...
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Senate, Carter compromise on Taiwan resolution

WASHINGTON [AP] - Leaders of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee announced a compromise with President Carter by agreeing on legislation declaring that an attack on Taiwan by China "would be considered an act of aggression," but that the committee will put off a final vote until today. The compromise satisfies the Eisenhower administration and guarantees the Carter administration that it will accept the wording of the new compromise. The compromise states that the United States has announced late Dec. 13, to establish full diplomatic relations with China "resolves the expectation that any resolution of the Taiwan issue will be sought only by peaceful means," Carter has been resisting any legislation expressing a U.S. commitment to respond militarily if China moved against Taiwan. The President has been fearful that a U.S. pledge to send military forces to Taiwan's aid would be unacceptable to China and thus might threaten the new relationship with the Peking government.

CAB tightens airline smoking restrictions

WASHINGTON [AP] - Tightened restrictions on smoking aboard commercial aircraft will take effect Friday. The new Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) rules follow a study of the problem of smoking in the closed compartments of aircraft. While the formal comments and suggestions from organized groups, individual passengers and airlines will be considered by the CAB, the comments of the public were not considered by the board. Because the CAB found cigar and pipe smokers to be the most damaging to nonsmokers, the CAB rules call for additional segregation of pipe and cigar smokers, with individual airlines being left to decide how to do this. While credit is given to the CAB for this recent move, the CAB will require that "all" passengers who want to be in such an area be accommodated and there is no mention of expanding the area. At the minimum, however, the non-smoking area must be at least two rows, and there must be a non-smoking area for each class. Finally, the new rules require that no smoking be allowed in the aircraft when the ventilation system is not in full operation, such as when waiting for takeoff.

Teenagers charged in death of 'too strict' father

CLEVELAND [AP] - Charges were filed in Juvenile Court yesterday against a teen-age boy and girl accused of paying $60 to have their father killed because he was too strict. Meanwhile, police continued to search for Gerome Watkins, 19, who was last seen Friday night. Watkins is accused of having killed the father, Tommy Dorsey, in the most recent poll in Downeast, a jazz magazine. De Franco is ranked as the third best jazz clarinetist in the country.
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Weather

8 a.m.-PLAY, "one flew over the cuckoo's nest," presented by M.I.T., tickets $.50.

8 p.m.-CONCERT, "heart," A.C.A., tickets $7 and 8

5:15 mass and supper this friday and every friday.

Jazz Festival judging panel features prominent musicians

by Neal Patterson

Bands from M.I.T., Sam Houston State University, and Texas State University will be among the participants in the 21st annual Collegiate Jazz Festival, scheduled for April 6-7 in Stepan Center. "This is the oldest and largest collegiate jazz festival," says festival coordinator Joe Carey, who runs the event.

The festival will open on Friday evening, with afternoon and evening performances. Carey emphasizes that Friday night's show will be especially entertaining since it will conclude with a jam session by the judges.

Past festivals have had a number of prominent figures as judges, and this year's festival is no exception. The judges were selected from all areas and many different areas of jazz," he adds.

Judges for this year's festival are Stanley Turrentine, Buddy De Franco, Toshiko Akiyoshi, Philly Joe Jones and Richard Davis.

Stanley Turrentine is a tenor saxophonist who Carey describes as "one of the best jazzmen." Turrentine began his career in the 1930s and continues to play with many well-known musicians, including George Benson. Buddy De Franco, who plays clarinet, began his career during the Swing Era in the 1940s with Tommy Dorsey. In the most recent poll in Downeast, a jazz magazine. De Franco is ranked as the third best jazz clarinetist in the country.

Toshiko Akiyoshi is the first female to have been voted as the number one woman clarinetist. In this year's festival, Akiyoshi will perform with a big band. She is considered to be "one of the best female clarinetists ever."

Philly Joe Jones is a drummer who has been called a "master of all jazz," according to music critic Dan Bell. Jones began his career in the 1920s, but has been playing with many distinguished artists. He has played with many distinguished jazz artists, including Charles Parker.

According to music critic Dan Mengelkoch, Richard Davis is a "complete musician." A bass player, Davis is famous for his creativity, having played with such notables as Igor Stravinsky and Lena Horne. Davis also teaches music at the University of Wisconsin.

In addition to the performances in Stepan, a jazz colloquium is scheduled for Friday afternoon in Crowley Hall. This informal rap session with the judges is open to the public. To precede the festival, a film presentation on the history of jazz is tentatively scheduled for April 3.

Carey noted that festival attendance has been good in previous years, especially from people outside the university community. "I hope that student awareness of the festival will increase this year, since the festival is part of the university's cultural events on campus," he added.

Education in Justice nominates new members

The University Committee on Education for Justice is in the process of nominating members of 1979-80. Any student (undergraduate or graduate) or faculty member interested in working with the committee is encouraged to apply.

The committee, now in its second year with 39 members, has as its goal to raise the issue of justice and to facilitate education on its dimensions in all units of research and learning at Notre Dame.

It is divided into five main subcommittees: 1) Justice Education, now preparing for the second annual Justice Teach-In, is scheduled for yesterday and today; 2) Experiential Learning, researching field-based learning in the various colleges and seeking to initiate further programs; 3) Administrative Liaison, maintaining relationships with the University and encouraging the naming of an endowed chair in justice; 4) Communications and Resources, publishing a newsletter and the Observer column, "Justice for yesterday and today; and 5) Conceptual Framework, developing a model of the regulatory function and making the manuscript holdings of the University's 3) Administrative Liaison, maintaining relationships with the University and encouraging the naming of an endowed chair in justice; 4) Communications and Resources, publishing a newsletter and the Observer column, "Justice for yesterday and today; and 5) Conceptual Framework, developing a model of the regulatory function and making the manuscript holdings available in this office. The deadline for nominations is March 1.

ND prof speaks on Renaissance

Prof. Astrid L. Gabrieli, director emeritus of the Notre Dame's Medieval Institute and president of the International Congress of Medieval Universities, will present one of a number of talks at an Ohio State University conference Feb. 23-24. His topic for the conference, sponsored by the Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, will be "Iconography of Medieval and Renaissance Universities." Gabrieli is director of Notre Dame's Ambrosiana Collection and one of three noted scholars to receive an honorary doctorate in the 570-year history of The Ambrosiana, the first public library. He was cited for making the manuscripts of the famed library available to American scholars.

REGINA HALL PRESENTS: The first annual Regina Hall Talent Show

Friday, Feb. 23rd 8:00pm Admission:.50 Moreau Little Theater, SMC proceeds to benefit the school charity
Coaches select final Bowl roster tonight

by Ellen Buddy

Saint Mary's Editor

Final competition to select the starters for Saint Mary's College Bowl team will begin tonight at 8 p.m. in Regina Auditorium according to Mary Laverty, College Bowl Coordinator.

The original field of twelve women was reduced to nine earlier this month to form the All-Star team. Last weekend, another round of competition cut the number of participants to six. Kathy Byrne, Cathy Cowhey, Louise Enyedy, Lisa Fulks, Cathy Lofthus and Patty Field. They will compete tonight for the four starting positions on the College Bowl team representing Saint Mary's at the Regionals.

The vote is based upon tally sheets the coaches have kept on each participant throughout competition, according to Laverty. The coaches tally the number of times the women have answered, their correct responses and the subject area to which they responded most frequently.

"The coaches will attempt to formulate a balanced team that works well together," Laverty explained.

Once the final decision is made, the team members will continue to prepare for the Regionals, scheduled for March 8 and 9 at Saint Mary's. Participating schools will include Indiana State, Terre Haute, Southern Illinois, Carbonton, Franklin College, Purdue, Notre Dame and Saint Mary's.

Reference: page 11

Refere ndum postponed; more information needed

by Brian McFeters

Thirty members of the Farm Workers Support Committee decided in a meeting last night to postpone until early April the planned campus referendum in support of the nationwide Nestle's and Campbell's boycott.

The referendum, originally scheduled for next Tuesday's student government elections, was postponed after the committee received a letter from Vice President for Student Affairs, Fr. John Van Wolvlear, disapproving the placing of the issue on next week's ballot.

Van Wolvlear stated in the letter that disapproval of the referendum was based on any disagreement with what you are striving for. But that more information is needed to allow a fair decision by students.

The letter also contained guidelines for all future referendums of this type, stating that the supporting organization must be at least one academic year, have "extensive and exhaustive" information on both sides of the issue and must publicize the information to all students.

Members of the Farmworkers Committee plan to circulate a new petition during late March and early April to obtain the 800 signatures required for a referendum.

Information on the corporations and migrant workers involved in the Ohio dispute is being gathered according to guidelines specified by Van Wolvlear. Pro and con fact sheet will be published. Of course, and representatives of both positions have been invited to speak at Notre Dame.

President of the Farm Labor Organizing Committee Valdemar Velasquez explained the farmworker's position to the committee Tuesday night, saying, "Our immediate goal is to get the corporations to listen. So far, they haven't even recognized us."

Velasquez urged student support of the boycott, saying he hoped that Notre Dame could become "part of a national effort." Commenting on the campus push for a referendum on the issue, Velasquez found it strange that a vote was needed. "It seems to me that that's like voting on whether it is right to exploit a people or not," he said.

Time out is called as the trainer attends to an injured player. (Photo by Dave Rambach)

World Hunger Coalition petitions for Nestle referendum

by Don Schmid

The World Hunger Coalition (WHC) has collected more than 1,200 student signatures for a referendum proposing that all Nestle's products be removed from all food service locations.

The referendum will be placed on Tuesday's student government election ballots for final student approval, according to John Dunbar, a WHC member.

The referendum reads: "Because of Nestle's role in the infant formula controversy, I support the removal of all Nestle's products from Notre Dame's vending machines from all food service locations."

If the referendum is passed by a majority of the students voting on Tuesday, the Administration will "implement the referendum."

The conditions are:

1) Extensive research covering both sides of the issue must be done.
2) Objective articles treating the issue must be published in The Observer.
3) A pro and con information sheet must be distributed to students.
4) A list of authorities favoring the boycot must be published,
5) Students must be made aware of which companies are subsidiaries of Nestles, and
6) The organization filing the referendum must be affiliated with student activities for at least one academic year.

The WHC has been actively involved in the Nestles infant formula controversy over a year and a half and has spent about $130 directly on it accord-

The 6abc...

and the Attraction... special guest: Rubinoos

Saturday, March 10 • 8:00pm (cst)

Aragon Ballroom • Chicago, III

Tickets available exclusively at River City Records, 50970 US 31 North call277-4242 for further information

'Madhouse Rock Tour' starring the legendary... ALICE COOPER

SPECIAL GUEST: The Baby's

Monday, March 5 • 8:00pm

Wings Stadium • Kalamazoo

Tickets available exclusively at River City Records, 50970 US 31 North call277-4242 for further information

Is There Life After Notre Dame?

Alumnae Weekend

Alumnae talk about careers, marriage & life after graduation

Saturday Seminar

March 3rd

1:00 3:00

library auditorium

informal reception follows
Heart attack causes death of police captain in New Orleans

The Observer

**Buy Classifieds from The Observer**
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**New Orleans** [AP] - A police captain died of a heart attack yesterday after 20 hours on duty as New Orleans showed signs of weariness from a police strike that has dulled the Carnival and Mardi Gras spirit.

The strike has led to cancellation of all remaining Carnival and Mardi Gras parades in the city, and hotels were reporting tourist cancellations as well.

Meanwhile, federal mediator Amell Garrett met with representatives of the mayor and the Teamsters-affiliated Policemen's Association of Louisiana for new talks on non-economic strike issues.

The Civil Service Commission was also reported meeting. It alone can consider police wage and benefits demands. It was not known if the police were involved in the meeting.

At a trial in Civil District Court, Judge Richard Garvey ruled the strike illegal and issued a permanent back-to-work order. A temporary order had been ignored by nearly 1,200 of the city's 1,500 policemen.

A 500-man National Guard force was flown in yesterday for Bogalusa. The new substitute force was flown in yesterday for Bogalusa.

**Committee allocates Mardi Gras funds to service organizations**

by Jim McConnell

The majority of the monies collected during Mardi Gras week are used to provide assistance to some very worthy charities, according to John Reed, director of Student Activities.

Real yesterday outlined the procedure used to allocate Mardi Gras funds to charities. He said money is distributed semi-annually—in the spring and autumn—and applications for funding are available throughout the entire year.

Applications, however, must be received by April 15 to be considered for spring disbursement, and Sept. 15 to be eligible for the fall allocation.

Applications are usually acted upon within the week following the deadline. Reed said. At that time, a committee meets to decide the merits of each application.

The committee consists of the director and assistant director of Student Activities and Volunteer Services, the student body president and vice-president, the student government treasurer, Mardi Gras chairman, and the chairman of the Hall Presidents Council.

According to Reed, consideration is given with respect to two following priorities. First, all organizations must provide what Reed termed "a direct people service," one which precipitates a beneficial effect. Also, on.

---

**CAL EMMERSON'S SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT AT SOLAR IS MUSIC TO OUR EARS.**

It takes a lot of discipline to master the art of playing the piano. It also takes discipline to manage over 150 engineers and technicians in such areas as aerodynamics, heat transfer, computer science and mechanical design and combustion.

Solar's Cal Emmerson has mastered both.

Solar has a variety of opportunities for mechanical and electrical engineers as well as engineers with M.B.A.'s," Cal reports.

Solar, the leading builder of industrial turbines up to 10,600 hp, is looking for engineers with backgrounds in aerodynamics, thermodynamics, combustion, machine design and development subassembly and product testing. Engineers with an interest in rotating machinery and its applications in the worldwide oil and gas industry.

Solar is located in San Diego. And aside from the more obvious year round outdoor attractions of this area, San Diego has an extremely active cultural life — symphony, museums, ballet, theatre, and a number of other exciting events.

Our representative will be on campus Tuesday, February 27. If you're interested in getting your career off on the right note, sign up at the placement office, call Tom Graham collect, (714) 238-6027, or write in confidence to Solar Turbines International, San Diego, CA 92138. You'll find working and living in San Diego is music to your ears.
Expanding financial aid program eases rising college costs

Editor's Note: This is the first of a three-part series on financial aid. Today's article examines the current financial aid outlook and availability. Tomorrow's will discuss the process of obtaining the various forms of aid.

By Pat Manguen

For the past six years, costs of four-year colleges have risen at an annual rate of 10 percent, and now range from about $3,000 to $8,000.

Many of our students, who have complaints to call or write, but often disregards this.

Recently, the American Council on Education compiled the cost of attending private universities and found that the average was $3,610 a year for tuition, $930 for dormitory expenses, $760 for books and transportation, totaling $5,200 per year.

According to the report, complaints are also very few of a slowdown.

SMC shuttle experiences scheduling, driver problems

by Marije Braziel
Staff Reporter

There have been several problems with the shuttle bus service as semesters, specifically with the break times and with the driving of the bus drivers, according to Marianne Frost, Saint Mary's Co-ordinator of Campus Security.

Frost noted that the drivers' break times have been changed because of the bus drivers, according to Marianne Frost, Saint Mary's Co-ordinator of Campus Security.

Frost noted that the drivers' break times have been changed because of the bus drivers' frequent traffic with the campus security.

Frost noted that the drivers' frequent traffic with the campus security has been turned down in the past.

The Notre Dame security will be affected because of the back road around McCandless Hall.

Frost also said that she has contacted Transpo in relation to student complaints lodged against one of the bus drivers. Students have complained that the driver does not make full stops at the designated points, but often drives on, he will not pick up students who have had problems with the driver, he does not allow students to wait at the Grange to board the bus while he makes his trips around Notre Dame.

According to Frost, the driver has been instructed to let students on the bus in these cases, but has not followed the instructions.

Frost noted that officials at Transpo have said that something will be done about the situation. She asked students who are having problems to call or write Transpo to make them even more aware of the seriousness of the situation.

The bus schedule was changed this semester with the closing of the McCandless Hall parking lot, so the bus will run on the same route as the McCanless Hall when it goes off duty.

The money raised by the raffle will be used by the Lacrosse Club to purchase new uniforms for the team, to pay referees' fees and also help defray the cost of spring break.

The Notre Dame Lacrosse Club held the drawing for its Bahamas Raffle Thursday night at the St. John's Hall. First prize of a trip for two to the Bahamas was won by the Father of Mr. Jack C. Wilke, while the second prize of a trip for two to the Bahamas was won by Paul Lundgren, a resident of the Father of Mr. Jack C. Wilke.

The money raised by the raffle will be used by the Lacrosse Club to purchase new uniforms for the team, to pay referees' fees and also help defray the cost of the team's trip to Miami during spring break.

Pre-law society postpones meeting

Donahue features Wilkes

Dr. and Mrs. Jack C. Wilke, international experts on human sexuality and abortion, will be the featured guests on The Phil Donahue Show today at 9 a.m.

The Wilkes recently lectured at Notre Dame and encouraged those interested in the abortion controversy to view the program.

This year, the BEOG program will be used by a million students, with a total of over $2 billion. This grant can be as high as $1,000 or half the total cost of going to college yearly, whichever comes first. On the average, the grant provides about $950 per year per student involved in the program.

Another important feature of MISA is that it broadens the federal student lending program, low-interest loans such as NSL and GSL, and are now available to any student, no matter how high the student's family income.

Last year over $110 million was handed out through the NSL, program, and the GSL program makes it possible for a student to borrow up to $2,500 a year, or a total of $7,700 as an undergraduate.

The other major aid program available to students is College Work-Study. In 1978, this federal work-study program provided $150,000 yearly to Notre Dame. However, he added that the total student work program here at the University offered at least a few million dollars.

Russo encouraged all students to come to the Financial Aid Office and apply for aid this year, especially in light of the changes made in the enactment of the Middle-Income Student Assistance Act. "Even students who have been turned down in the past should come and apply again," he said.

Lacrosse club holds raffle

The Notre Dame Lacrosse Club held the drawing for its Bahamas Raffle Thursday night at the St. John's Hall. First prize of a trip for two to the Bahamas was won by the Father of Mr. Jack C. Wilke, while the second prize of a trip for two to the Bahamas was won by Paul Lundgren, a resident of the Father of Mr. Jack C. Wilke.

The money raised by the raffle will be used by the Lacrosse Club to purchase new uniforms for the team, to pay referees' fees and also help defray the cost of the team's trip to Miami during spring break.

Pre-law society postpones meeting

The Pre-law Society's general meeting, planned for Tuesday, March 27, has been postponed until Monday, March 12.
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Professor, Program in Non-Violence

The show hasn't left Notre Dame yet. You can catch this dazzling performance every day on the North Quad, South Quad, and just about anywhere else on campus. I'm talking about the conditions of our sidewalks. In the past few weeks, sidewalks have been predictable. There's no reason for it: we have a full time maintenance staff, plenty of vehicles that can plow, and conditions like those in the past aren't so bad. We just need to play every available resource to solve this problem.

In an article that appeared in The Observer a few weeks ago, the director of marketing explained the reasons behind playing rubber blades on the snow. He even admitted that
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Griffin muddles discussion

Dear Editor:

To the cry, "No Taxation With-out Representation" once invited the people of this nation to fire a shot heard 'round the world. However, when the Notre Dame Student Government hears the phrase used justifiably by off-campus students, a sterile conflict of wildfire下车.

The fact remains that off-campus students spend $15.00 in activity fees and they have no say over what this money is used for, because they have no representation on the Board of Commissioners, which is the unit of the Student Government that allocates student money.

In 1767, Thomas Jefferson wrote in the Declaration of Independence, "...everywhere any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish and instit-
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U.S. Foreign Policy: 'No policy' leading to crisis

It was Otto von Bismarck who said, "Politics is the art of convincing, that the Balkans were not worth the horse thatUITableViewInspector绢se as a grenadier. Unfortunately for Kaiser Wilhelm II, the Greeks, Germans and many of the most civilized world, Bismarck's admonition was a peaceful one. The Balkans were a hotbed of World War I and its exterminating chain. If one were to apply the Bismarckian insight to Southeast Asia, one might be able to view the American lack of an examination and appropriate alarm; for, although the memory of the Balkans (Germany, Austria-Hungary, Imperial Russia and Serbia) has long since disappeared from the stage, the stage and its setting have remained relatively unchanged. Most importantly, the old ideas have been assimilated by new actors whose potential for destructiveness would have shat­tered any moral outrage which their predecessors. Since the rise of the United States, China, the Soviet Union, Vietnam. What is at stake? Southeast Asia (the Balkans of our time). Who are the major players? China, the Soviet Union (as Austria-Hungary were in 1914). Who is the mischief-making ally? Soviet Russia's Vietnam (as Serbia was in World War I). Who is the unwitting stooge? A country which has been allowed to continue its situation does not yield an answer. In 1914, imperial Germany's foreign policy had fallen into the same meshes of Europe's enfants terribles, Kaiser William II. The question was how to construct a foreign policy that was so confused that neither friend nor foe could make any rational expectations as to what Germany might or might not do. While the Kaiser exorted cousin Nicky to rapprochement, concurrent Germany of German foreign policy maneuvered to contain Russian influence in the Balkans. Germany vis-à-vis and "mindless-mendicantly" contributed to a chain reaction of misunder­standing culminated in World War I. In 1914, Germany's "no-policy" of her own making. In 1979, the United States faces a similar dilemma dissimilar to that of Germany in 1914. In both cases, it is not in the power or interests in force to provide for definition, direction or commitment. But with a policy of "no-policy" served to be by-products of gross national gains in substantial ways via the Free World's aid, Angola, Ethiopia, Afghanistan, and severe dislocation of U.S. "no-policy" in Asia, to name a few. More importantly, this no-policy can be credited with the mastery of the game of deterrence by the Soviets. But with the advent of China as a superpower in U.S. and world affairs, the Soviets have veered off the no-policy foreign policy of the United States causes new and dangerous insecurities. For China as an important additional factor in U.S. policy makes it necessary for the Soviet Union to be able to ascertain the credibility of U.S. policy. In all contingencies involving China, the Soviet must know precisely what would be the policy of the United States. China, too, has gained over U.S. no-policy. She is relatively free to interpret the new, full relationship with the U.S. as she sees fit. The fact that the United States was willing to sacrifice a long­standing relationship with Tai­wan without any substantial cor­responding guarantees from China as to the integrity of Nationalist China only adds to this impression. One might speculate that the Chinese, per­haps because of a policy U.S. policy, if not explicitly in support of China's efforts to contain Soviet influence in Southeast Asia, is implicitly in support of the no-policy foreign policy of the United States.
The Tony Award winning troupe, the National Theatre of the Deaf, will visit Notre Dame's Washington Hall of Monday, February 26, bringing with an 11-year history of singular entertainment. The 14-member company of 4 speaking actors, 10 non-speaking actors, will perform Ben Jonson's Volpone and Dylan Thomas' Quite Early One Morning, and adaptation of selected poems and lyrics.

The troupe's credits are unique and impressive: eleven national tours, two Broadway runs, six tours of Europe and Asia, three films and numerous national television appearances. Acclaimed performances all over the world have evidenced the group's mastery in visual communication, mime, sign language, music and improvisation.

The speaking actors narrate the drama, while the language of the stage—signs and motions, music and dance—bring vibrancy to the performance. The entire project, sponsored by the Eugene O'Neill Theatre Center and subsidized by the Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, seeks to bridge the gap between the world of the hearing and the world of the deaf. On the stage, where insight and emotion play a primary role, the bridge is carefully constructed by a group of talented actors and their dedicated staff of producers.

The company last visited Notre Dame in 1973, when they performed Optimist or the Misadventures of Candide. Their upcoming performance begins at 8:00 p.m. in Washington Hall next Monday evening; admission is $1.00.

"Eight actors cut across the stage. One is black, another is decidedly overweight, another is close to fifty and wears a toupee. There is a skinny little actor with a drooping mustache, a redhead in leotards, and a voluptuous barefoot blonde. They move with elegance and total authority. A disciplined concentration radiates from the tips of their toes and stretches along the muscles of their reaching arms."

"Original, gay, daintily fantastic and totally absorbing, nothing clinical about the National Theatre of the Deaf. Performance this season has been better directed; beautifully costumed and set."

..."Fully fledged theatre at its most stimulating; theatre at its best. The stage was marvelous, the costumes of great variety, authenticity and richness, all the actors alive and the directions superb."

Features

National Theatre of the Deaf

Kathy Ryan

Edited by Chris Stewart
Layout by Cindy McKiel
You've got to remember, that deaf people are born actors. Their lives are a constant struggle to communicate.

"The strongest asset of the troupe is its alertness; its members seem twice as alive as most other actors. Relying heavily on sight has made them intensely observant. They have to be. On stage they depend on visual cues, so their eyes are always open, their attention sharp. They are acutely "with it." In their daily life they have to extend themselves out of themselves, establishing bridges to each other and the rest of the world. All this effort, transferred to the stage, pays off."

"The Theatre Whose Voice Must Be Seen" Tom Prideaux

"The NTD generates a respect for the excellence of artistic achievement that extends to become a dimension of love."

The Los Angeles Times

"You've got to remember, that deaf people are born actors. Their lives are a constant struggle to communicate."

David Hayes
NTD Producer
Freshman Year of Studies ‘spotlights’ college programs

by John O’Donnell

The Freshman Year of Studies, under the direction of Dean Emil Hofman, is offering a new "right" program to freshmen. This program provides information about the four colleges, to aid freshmen in deciding upon which college to enroll.

The programs from each college will consist of three phases. In the first phase, each dean will outline the structure and curriculum of the college and its departments. The second phase consists of college information from the Freshman Learning Resource Center, including printed material and videotapes. The third phase consists of visits to various colleges and departments.

The program has completed the first two phases for the College of Engineering and the College of Science. The program for the College of Arts and Letters is scheduled to begin on Tuesday, Feb. 27, at 7:30 p.m. Isabel Charles, Dean of the College of Arts and Letters, will conduct a discussion period for interested freshmen in the Engineering Auditorium. During the week of February 26, literature and video tapes from this college will be available in the Freshman Learning Resource Center.

Vince Raymond, Associate Dean of the College of Business Administration, will offer a discussion period on Monday, March 5, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 122 of the Hayes-Healy Center. Literature pertaining to this college will be provided during the week of March 12.

...Shuttle

[continued from page 3]

busi at the moment, they would ask the girls to wait and would be over as soon as possible. "If it’s nice weather and there are 15 of them, they’d be safe walking in such a large group, but even with that many during this cold weather they can be picked up by security."

"It has been my policy for the past five years to escort the girls back from Notre Dame if they need it," Kovatch said. "I wouldn’t want any of the girls walking back by themselves that late at night."

[continued from page 1]

then the student’s responsibility to find their own off-campus housing, according to Housing Director Edmund Price, and the $40 deposit is forfeited. However, Price noted, room and board money is refunded at a prorated amount. One student who was evicted this year complained, "I think the system should be changed. The decision that I should move off campus was made by three men (rectors) that know me only from other rectors requesting advice on a student he has difficulty in getting back on campus. However, Feeny says that in his four years as Dillon rector, he has gotten four calls from other rectors requesting advice on a student he has evicted, and each time Feeny has recommended that the student be given another chance. He added that it would take a "pattern of non-cooperation, such as drug abuse or heavy drinking" to prevent a student from regaining campus housing elsewhere.

[continued from page 1]

Jenky says that in his four years as Dillon rector, he has gotten four calls from other rectors requesting advice on a student he has evicted, and each time Feeny has recommended that the student be given another chance. He added that it would take a "pattern of non-cooperation, such as drug abuse or heavy drinking" to prevent a student from regaining campus housing elsewhere.

[continued from page 1]

Once a student is kicked off campus, he might encounter difficulty in getting back on campus. However, Feeny says that in his four years as Dillon rector, he has gotten four calls from other rectors requesting advice on a student he has evicted, and each time Feeny has recommended that the student be given another chance. He added that it would take a "pattern of non-cooperation, such as drug abuse or heavy drinking" to prevent a student from regaining campus housing elsewhere.

Hunger Coalition

Benefit Nite

at the Nazz

Music: Jim Speir & Co.
Steve Podry &
lu ann Band

Poetry Reading:

8:30-12:30

Friday at the Nazz

$1.00 admission

St. Ed’s Hall

presents the guest

peers."

Once a student is kicked off campus, he might encounter difficulty in getting back on campus. However, Feeny says that in his four years as Dillon rector, he has gotten four calls from other rectors requesting advice on a student he has evicted, and each time Feeny has recommended that the student be given another chance. He added that it would take a "pattern of non-cooperation, such as drug abuse or heavy drinking" to prevent a student from regaining campus housing elsewhere.

China

[continued from page 1]

from Lan Son, also described alleged Chinese atrocities, saying that in one incident troops stopped a bus on a provincial road and executed all its passengers. The invasion force that struck across the border last Saturday is reported to have penetrated as far as twelve miles into Vietnam territory along the 450-mile border. The Vietnamese claim to have killed 3,000 to 8,000 Chinese soldiers.
Leader discusses pyramids

by Carol L. Bazzard

Prof. Robert Leader of the Art Department gave an illustrated lecture entitled "American Pyramids and Human Sacrifice" last night in Howard Hall. Leader compared the great pyramids of Egypt with those of Latin America, emphasizing the use of those pyramids as sites of human sacrifice.

In an hour-long speech, Leader said that the greatest difference between these two structures was that the Egyptian monuments were royal tombs while the American pyramids were altars for human sacrifice.

According to Leader, the Egyptian pyramids were part of a "Necropolis, or city of the dead," subsequently they were accreted away from human life. The American pyramids, he said, would hold hundreds of Indians on their sides while human victims were offered to Indian gods, often the sun. Leader called the pyramids the "ceremonial center of a complex society."

Leader described the Egyptian pyramids as "distant things, a security system to perpetuate the mummy's life in another world." These pyramids proved insecure, and were constantly looted and destroyed. In Meso-America, however, the Aztecs and Mayans built their pyramids to glorify their religious rituals.

Speaking about these religious rituals, Leader told how the priests would stand on the elevated platform plunge a stone knife into the victim and cut out the beating heart to offer to their sun god. The sacrifice would then be thrown down the steep stairway.

Leader said that, according to legend, in order to prevent the destruction of the world, the sun must be fed blood. The Indians believed that the world was renewed in 164 years. Midway between this cycle, every 52 years, they would build a new pyramid upon the old one.

The original structures of the Egyptian pyramids were mathematically precise and covered with a smooth surface which no one could climb. The Indian pyramids, however, had 365 narrow high steps which forced someone to ascend in a zig-zag fashion, like a serpent.

Leader said that authorities differ on the amount of Indian sacrifices. The numbers range from 200-250 thousand sacrifices per year, including hundreds of victims who were sacrificed each day during major festivals.

Leader concluded by alluding to the fact that today's Mexicans are fervently proud of their Indian heritage. He added that they should not condemn the handful of "frightened" Spaniards who destroyed the Aztec Empire. Terrible brutality was merely a natural reaction to the Indian's revolting and cannibalistic acts according to Leader.

...Info

(continued from page 1)

Committee member Anne Huber told the group she had contacted representatives of both Campbell's and Libby's, the subsidiary of Nestles involved in the dispute, and was told that the companies did not consider the farmworkers their employees. A letter from Libby's Vice President for Government and Industrial relations Lloyd Duggan said, in part, "We cannot interfere with the relationship between growers and his employees.

So far, both corporations have refused to send representatives to Notre Dame since they maintain that they are not involved in the issue, Huber said. She stated that the committee would continue to ask the canneries to send representatives. In addition, committee members are trying to convince the Administration to send invitations as well.

Committee organizer Tim Beatty told the group that the Administration is willing to support the boycott if enough specific information is presented to the students. He reported that University President Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh had sent a letter to Van Winkle saying that the University would support a student-supported boycott.

The committee is sponsoring tonight's 8:30 p.m. showing of the 1959 CBS documentary "Harvest of Shame" in Hayes-Healy Auditorium. The movie deals with conditions and problems similar to those faced by the Ohio farmworkers today.

Although the temperature climbs above the freezing point, the snow cover remains. [Photo by Dave Rumbach]
Large audience hears Lucas lecture on memorization

Tom Hey

Pro basketball player turned memory expert, Jerry Lucas, delivered an entertaining, enlightening, and often bizarre lecture on memorization techniques to a standing-room only crowd at the Library Auditorium last night.

Lucas recounted some experiences from his basketball career, then proceeded to demonstrate how "memory can be fun and easy." While he did not have enough time to present the method in its entirety, Lucas described the basics of his system and illustrated some vivid examples to the audience.

Lucas bases his "substrate word system" on the ability to see, store, and recreate images in the mind. Put simply, this means changing words, symbols and ideas into mental pictures which are easier for the mind to store and recall. In particular, Lucas recommends making associations with totally ridiculous pictures, because they are easier to remember than ordinary images.

He demonstrated his principle by helping the audience memorize a short list of ten items, converting each item and its corresponding into a bizarre mental picture.

For example, number nine on the list was the word pig, so Lucas rhymed vine with nine, and, conjured up a picture of vines that grew pigs instead of leaves.

"Could you imagine walking around campuses littering to all the pigs squawking on the vines?"

Other images included a salami on a diving board, a hen hatching for careers in engineering and research.

Lucas contends that anything can be made tangible and picturable in the mind. The biggest memorization problem for most people concerns intangibles such as numbers, formulas, or foreign languages. Lucas contends that anything can be made tangible and picturable in the mind. "The periodic table of the elements is one of the easiest things to do," claims Lucas, adding "you can make the Morse Code as tangible as an elephant."

Lucas will return to South Bend on April 21 to hold a day-long seminar that will explain his system more fully. He encouraged students to bring any memorization problems or challenges to him at that time. The seminar will be held in the Gospel Center Church, 950 S. Fifth St., SB. The cost will be $30, including about $17 worth of materials.

...Coalition

We want men and women with engineering or other technical degrees... for careers in steel operations, shipbuilding, engineering, sales, mining, and research.

Our Loop Course recruiters will be here on March 1, 2

Benefit dance tonight

by Mary Pat Ellis

Saint Mary's senior class in sponsoring a dance for charity tonight from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. in Angela Athletic Facility.

Proceeds from the "Beach Blanket Boogie " are going to St. Jude Children's Hospital, which spends millions of dollars yearly in research and treatment for critically ill children.

Tickets will be available in the Le Mares Hall lobby today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and can also be purchased at the door. The cost is $1, and the dance is open to anyone with a 21 ID.

Free beer, wine, soft drinks and snacks will be provided. Music will be performed by WJVA. Donations of beer and other refreshments have helped defray costs for the senior class.

"We are hoping for a large turn-out, all proceeds will go to St. Jude's, and the class would like to make a substantial donation," said chairperson Beth Menke.

...Iran

Kraus' release was sparked by two factors: Nestle's advertising campaign encouraging students to bring any memorization problems or challenges to him at that time. The seminar will be held in the Gospel Center Church, 950 S. Fifth St., SB. The cost will be $30, including about $17 worth of materials.
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Saint Mary's senior class is sponsoring a dance for charity from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. in Angela Athletic Facility. Proceeds from the "Beach Blanket Boogie" are going to St. Jude Children's Hospital, which spends millions of dollars annually in research and treatment for critically ill children.

Tickets will be available in the Le Mares Hall lobby today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and can also be purchased at the door. The cost is $1, and the dance is open to anyone with a 21 ID.

Free beer, wine, soft drinks and snacks will be provided. Music will be performed by WJVA. Donations of beer and other refreshments have helped defray costs for the senior class.

"We are hoping for a large turn-out, all proceeds will go to St. Jude's, and the class would like to make a substantial donation," said chairperson Beth Menke.
The Budweiser Ski Sweater

[Top drawer all the way!]

Presenting the official, red Budweiser Ski Sweater. A warm, soft, washable 100% Orlon acrylic creation that looks and feels like a million bucks. But it's just $30.00 postpaid!

NAME

Ski Sweater

(Top drawer all the way!)

BUDWEISER SKI SWEATER

Anheuser-Busch Gifts • P.O. Box 24297 • Houston, Texas 77029

I want to buy a Budweiser Ski Sweater.

Enclosed is $30.00 (check or money order) for each Bud® Ski Sweater indicated below.

Mock turtle neck only style available.

(Texas and Florida residents add applicable sales tax.)

S (36-38) □ M (40-42) □ L (44) □ XL (46) □

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE ZIP

(Allow 4 weeks for delivery. Void where prohibited by law.)
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The Almighty dollar dictates that the game will begin at 8:00 in full view of a national audience watching on the Notre Dame network.

FREE TICKETS...There was considerable discussion about the selection of Laimbeer as player of the game. While he played his best game of the season, it was primarily the heroics of Woodridge that enabled the Irish to build their huge first half lead. The twenty one points by the Irish, and at one point Notre Dame's lead was thirty-one. Jackson and Flowers were the bellowers during this period, scoring fourteen and fourteen respectively, including one off-balance jumper that F. J. guided in as he was being hacked. Flowers added seven rebounds as he teamed with Laimbeer to deny the ice-cold Chiefs many second opportunities at the basket.

Digger was able to get every-one into the game as Tim Healy replaced Woodridge with 5:30 to play and Marc Kelly and Kevin Hawkins entered with a minute left.

For the Chiefs, Montgomery and Hill were the whole story, although Hill failed to live up to his All-America billing, housed in frustration by the tenacious Haniflik. Notre Dame got their usual balanced scoring, led by Orlando's twenty-one, Jackson's sixteen, Flower's fifteen, and one apiece by Branching and Mitchell. Laimbeer and Flowers combined for twenty-six boards, four less than the entire Oklahoma total. Jackson and Flowers let-up by the Irish, and at one point Notre Dame's lead was thirty-one. Jackson and Flowers scored 12 of his points on driving with at least he has a high chance of at least a fifth-place finish in the Atlantic Coast Conference. The loss dropped Williams to 17-8 overall and 5-7 in the ACC and knoced the Blue Devils out of a first-place tie with North Carolina.

The 21-point defeat was the worst home loss of the season for Duke, which had lost five previous games by a total of 108 points against six ranked teams. The 21-point defeat was the worst home loss of the season for Duke, which had lost five previous games by a total of 108 points against six ranked teams.球 gone huge.}

American Can is one of the 100 largest companies in the nation. We are an international, consumer-oriented corporation. We have opportunities for engineering graduates in research and development, manufacturing operations, graphics technology, systems engineering and automated manufacturing systems.

Individualized development programs offer you an opportunity to learn through "hands on" involvement in either manufacturing or in manufacturing engineering at one of our technical centers or in manufacturing engineering at one of our plant locations. After completing the program, you can progress to more advanced aspects of engineering or to management.

We are interested in ME, EE, and Chem E, especially if you have interest in computer and/or systems engineering at one level.

Make a date to see our representatives at these colleges:

Tennessee: Vanderbilt, February 27-28, Memphis, March 11, Chattanooga, April 1

Please consult your college placement office for more information. The placement office can tell you how to reach us.

The 21-point defeat was the worst home loss of the season for Duke, which had lost five previous games by a total of 108 points against six ranked teams.球 gone huge.
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Classifieds

Sawdust and sand will be the basic ingredients for the 12th Annual Dance Marathon to be held Saturday, March 3. The funds will go to help children suffering from cancer.

T-shirts and sweatshirts will be available for purchase.

Tickets

The event will take place in the Joyce Center's Field House and will begin at 8:00 p.m. on March 3. All proceeds will go to the Irish Cancer Society.

Tickets are $3 for students and $5 for non-students.

More information can be obtained by contacting the Student Activities Office or the Dance Marathon Committee.

Personalized

Welcome to the Observer Classifieds, your one-stop solution for all your classified advertising needs. Whether you're looking to buy, sell, or swap, we've got you covered.

Ad Rates

Classified ads must be received by 5:00 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which the ad is run. The first two lines of each ad are free, but all other lines must be paid for, either in person or through the mail.

Classifieds must be pre-paid, either in person or through the mail.

All classified ads must be received by 5:00 p.m. two days prior to the issue in which the ad is run. The first two lines of each ad are free, but all other lines must be paid for, either in person or through the mail.
Swimmers shatter records despite dual meet loss

by Michael Ortenza
Sports Writer

A wise man once said that records were made to be broken... and how right he was. This season the Irish swimmers have shattered the Notre Dame record book and rebuilt it with a touch of youth.

Tuesday afternoon's double dual meet was the hands of Cleveland State and Bowling Green, and Bowling Green won a total loss. Three new varsity records were set in the double duel meet bringing this season's total of new marks to five.

Although the Irish lost to Bowling Green, 79-34 and to Cleveland State, 59-54, coach Bob Golic was pleased with his team's performance. "We swam well," said Stark. "We had one or two more and it showed in their (shooting) (and) and LaPlatney's two records in the 440 and the 500-yard medley," said coach Stark. "It shows that the faster he gets, the faster he goes."

The list of record holders on this year's squad seems almost endless. In addition to Hilger's and LaPlatney's two records each, five other team bests are also on the books. Notre Dame's first two-sport All-American since "Moose" Krause.

"But both doctors told me that it was only sprained and that no permanent damage was done," he added, slapping his left knee. "But the 240-pounder has quite a reputation resting on that knee."

His overall wrestling record at Notre Dame is 54-4-1, all four of those losses coming in NCAA tournament competition. The National Catholic champion for three years running until he was forced to sit out this year's tourney, Golic finished third in last year's NCAA Finals at 197 pounds and is the eventual tournament champion Jimmy. Jackson of Oklahoma State in the

Notre Dame out-classes Chiefs

by Mike Henry
Sports Writer

Notre Dame's third-ranked basketball team put on a clinic that Dr. Nasmith would have marvelled at, pummeling undermanned and satisfied Oklahoma City, 88-60, last evening at the M.C.

Every Irish player fulfilled his role to near-perfection: Orlando Woolridge, with his awe-inspiring "in-your-face" slams, Bill Lamberee and Bruce Flowers, with venomous duty under both baskets, Rich Binning with his floor generalship, Bill Housik holding twenty-seven points per game scorer, Ernie Hill, 12 of 11 shooting in the first twenty minutes, and Tracy Jackson with a workman-like sixteen points in a relief role.

The contest was never in doubt as Notre Dame spotted to a 7-0 advantage and applied relentless defensive heat in raising their seasonal log to 20-0. Oklahoma City entered the fray with a 16-7 record fashoned mainly by the fine play of their guards, Hill, a junior, and diminutive Calvin Montgomery. The Chiefs were hurt, however, by the loss of Murcie native Allen Goggin, with Goggin in a practice session two weeks ago and had six pins put in his hand to speed the healing process. "Without him, outside shooting suffers and our press becomes non-existent," City coach Paul Hansen lamented.

"And, since we couldn't match Notre Dame's strength under the boards, we were forced to play a perimeter game. Our guards were one or two too much and it showed in their (shooting) (and) and Montgomery combined to go 20-for-55 (from the floor) and in the free throws," stated Coach Stark.
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